
 

 

Overview 
The Azdec system is a short range digitally encoded infra-red communication system for secure and  
interference free mobile voice communication. The system allows mobile operators to communicate with 
each other without the use of radio.  
Signals are highly secure with no probability of detection compared with even low powered radio systems. 
The equipment emits no electrical signals to cause problems with sensitive electronic systems, flammable 
atmospheres or munitions. By return the system is not susceptible to interference so provides clear voice 
communication in areas of high electrical (or acoustic) noise. Single channel, enhanced or multi-channel 
systems can provide coverage for small selective areas to complete buildings, ships, vehicles, control  
centres or aircraft. Systems can be supplied for either defence or commercial use.  
 

Peer to peer 
The peer to peer concept has been developed to augment the existing Azdec system. Peer to peer, or 
person to person, is designed to be used with a pair of stand alone headsets allowing short range line of 
sight communication between two mobile users. These are designed to be used in areas with no IR  
antenna coverage where personnel may need to occasionally work and communicate with each other 
such as in engine rooms or machinery spaces.  The standard Azdec system uses a base station and  
multiple antennas to cover a fixed area. The peer to peer headsets do not require a base station or  
antennas but communicate directly with each other.  
The user latches the PTT button and starts transmitting over 360 degrees. The second mobile on hearing 
the first presses PTT and latches the channel open between the two users. This gives an open channel for 
the mobile users to have two way communication with no further operations needed until the  
conversation is complete.  The mobile units will automatically adjust as the users move relative to each 
other. Either user can finish the conversation by pressing PTT again. The headsets if used within an area  
covered by an Azdec antenna will automatically configure as standard headsets and be fully usable within 
the whole system giving dual functionality. Peer to peer can be supplied in either of our headsets; 
standard or high noise attenuating, and with either lightweight or standard battery packs. 

Two way voice communication without  
base station & antennas but  all the 
usual Azdec advantages: 
 

• Highly secure - no probability of de-
tection or interception 

• Not susceptible to jamming 
• Not susceptible to radio, radar or elec-

trical noise 
• No signal radiation in the radio bands 

ensures no interference with other 
electronic equipment or munitions 

• Suitable for use in areas of high elec-
trical or acoustic noise 

• No licence requirements 
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Specifications 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Marked tests are for NEMP compliance.  The equipment supplied will not meet these test requirements unless 
specifically requested at time of order. 
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Peer to peer headset  

Weight: 750g 

IR Range (peer to peer mode): 6m*  
* Reverts to standard 10m  when in range of a system antenna.   
   
 Standard battery pack Lightweight battery pack 

Weight 500g 380g 

Battery operation time*  8 hours max 8 hours max 

Dimensions (w x d x h) 10.5 x 3.5 x 17.5cm  9.0 x 3.5 x 13.0cm  

 Base Station Antenna 

Dimensions (w x d x h):  30 x 18.5 x 30cm   15.5 x 21 x 17cm  

Weight:         10kg 2kg 

Electrical power:    18 to 36V dc 48V (supplied by base station) 

Power rating: 200W max input Power dissipation 7W (air cooled 
by integrated heat sink) 

Protection rating  IP65 IP66 

Operating temperature:  1 to 55°C (extended range -20 to +65°C available) 

Storage temperature:    -10 to +70°C   

Humidity:       93% relative humidity at 38°C 

Antenna mounting height   2.1 to 2.3m above floor level 

   

EMC Testing 

The equipment has been tested as appropriate to Def Stan 59-41 and Mil Std 461D by an independent ac-
credited test house. 
 

Def Stan 59-41 tested to DCE01,DEC02, DEC03, DRE01, DRE02, DCS01, DCS02, 
DCS03, DCS05*, DRS01, DRS02 & DMFS01. 

 

Mil Std 461D tested to CE 101, CE 102, CS 101, CS 114, CS 116*, RE 101, RE 102, 
RS 101, RS 103. 

* Peer to peer use reduces battery operation time as the headset transmits continuously in this mode.  
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